May 2019

Newbiggin by the Sea Sailing Club

May Newsletter
Thank you!

Dates for
your diaries:

April 2019. The committee would like to say a huge thank you to members who
turned up to our work parties at the beginning of the season to help clean up the
dinghy park and prepare the rescue boats for this coming sailing season.

Saturday Sailing
June: 1st, 8th, 15th &
22nd
Thursday Sailing
June: 6th, 13th, 20th
& 27th
BOLD = Race Dates

29th June
Saturday Druridge
Bay Sail

2nd May, the rescue boats were
taken on the water for their first sea
trials. Success! The engines started
and they ran like a dream. Problems
arose when recovery ashore took
place...
The question remains who has the
missing nuts from the Jaffa trailer???

Have you noticed our club has had
face lift? Thank you to the outdoor
painting team for giving the club a
face lift.

8th June
Breakfast
gathering from 9am.
27th June
Thursday Evening
Monthly Takeaway,
Indians from Shaj
Tandoori Restaurant

Our bar has new blinds making it more homely in the
evenings – why not come down on a Thursday or Sunday evening
for a drink and a chat
(it doesn’t even have to be sailing related!)

May Newsletter
Sailing Season Commenced
11th May, two Laser Picos took to the water,
marking this as the first dinghy sailing of the season.
With a little wind they plodded along with the
committee boat motoring ahead. Typical Newbiggin
weather then set in, the following Thursday and
Saturday planned sailing days were thrown with
heavy wind. A little disappointment for the sailors.
Regardless we kept up our hopes and manage to
get back on the water when the weather allowed
us. 23rd May, two Dart 16’s and a Enterprise,
despite the strong gusts, took to the water to
sail. Unfortunately the Enterprise retired onshore with rigging issues.

The Dart 16 is a
one-design 4.80 m long
sailing catamaran

25th May, it was take two for the
Enterprise that retired on Thursday
evening along with; a fellow enterprise,
1 Dart 16, 2 Laser Picos and 1 Topper
Omega, who took to the water for the last
Saturday sailing of May. But first off was
a lesson to teach rigging of a Pico to an
enthusiastic trainee crew, Joshua. He
passed the test with flying colours.

When on the water, a small race took place
to check we all knew the points of sailing.
Things got a bit tricky after that, with a
certain Enterprise - take two indeed! A
capsize and a floating rudder been rounded
up by dinghy sailors whilst the safety crew
assisted the capsize. The Enterprise and its
sailors live to tell the tale another day.

Takeaway Night
May 31st, we had our monthly takeaway
evening. Ordering from V.Gormans, Ashington,
they did not fail to deliver. Hungry bellies got
fed with delicious fish & chips. Along with
plenty beer to wash them down. Why not join
us on 27th June for our next one?

News from your Committee
This month has seen the tractor undergo maintenance and progress has made to free up space in
the dinghy park, we commemorate 23rd May to the disposal of one of the 420s.
Our RIB is still away being fixed and we look forward to getting it back on the water soon.
We are awaiting to see further plans by Newbiggin Development Trust on proposals for the slipway
by the Lifeboat Station and we are engaging with the RYA and other clubs.
Remember the committee is there for you and the club so if you have anything you’d like
discussed please speak to Barney.
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